
Sittin’ Kitty!
Make yourself a chilled-out little cat buddy!
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About This Pattern
" Please don’t sell any kitties you make using this pattern or redistribute it without 
permission. I’m super happy for you to give any Sittin’ Kitties as gifts or for charity. Share the 
love! ♥

" Feel free to email me at theshylion@icloud.com with any feedback or pics of your 
finished kitty; I’m super happy to hear from you! If you’ve found any errors or something is 
unclear, please check back at www.theshylion.com to make sure you have the most recent 
revision before emailing. ^_^ 

You Will Need:

A Guide For Yarn Weights & Hook Sizes

" This is only a rough guide, and will vary with your own tension and the particular yarn. 
If there is space between your stitches, you may need to use a smaller hook. 

" To give an idea of size, the Sittin’ Kitty photographed was crocheted using worsted 
weight yarn with a 3.25mm hook and is about three and a half inches from his top to his tushie 
(not measuring his legs). 

1 ba! of yarn for main color*
a sma! amount of yarn for muzzle (optional)*

crochet hook *
tapestry needle

scrap yarn or stitch markers (safety pin type)
stuffing

safety eyes & nose
thick, dark thread (eg. upholstery thread)

felt (optional, see “Muzzle” section)

* see note re: yarn weight and hooks on next page

Yarn Weight Hook Size

Fingering Weight (4ply) 2.5mm

Sport Weight (5ply) 2.75mm

DK Weight (6ply) 3.00mm

Worsted Weight (10ply) 3.25mm

Bulky Weight (12ply) 3.5mm
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Stitches & Techniques
 This pattern uses American crochet terminology throughout.

Make It!
" Use scrap yarn or markers to mark the ends of your round. Work continuously without 
joining rounds, moving your maker as you finish each round.

Body
Foundation: " Work 6 sc into a magic ring.
Round 1:" " inc every stitch (12 stitches) 
Round 2:" " (sc, inc next stitch) repeat to end (18 stitches)
Round 3:" " (sc into next 2 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (24 stitches)
Round 4:" " (sc into next 3 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (30 stitches)
Round 5:" " (sc into next 3 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (36 stitches)
Round 6:" " (sc into next 3 stitches, invisible dec) repeat to end (30 stitches)
Rounds 7-10:" sc in every stitch for 4 rounds (30 stitches)

Tie off leaving a long tail for sewing up later.

Optional: Use doubled dark thread to stitch a cross for a belly button.

Abbreviation Meaning

sc single crochet

inc increase
Single crochet into stitch twice

invisible dec

invisible single decrease
Insert hook into the %ont loop of next stitch, insert hook into %ont loop of the 
stitch a&er that (2 loops on hook), yarn over hook and pu! through a! loops 

on hook. Yarn over hook and pu! through a! loops.

magic ring

magic ring
Lay the yarn over your hand with the tail to the back. Wrap the tail around 

your middle finger twice, securing the tail between your bottom fingers. 
Inserting your hook beneath both loops on your hook, do a slip stitch and then 
the required amount of foundation stitches. Take the loop off your finger and 

tug the tail to see which loop moves. Pu! on that loop %om the side nearest the 
tail until the other loop closes. Then pu! the tail to tighten that loop.
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Legs
Foundation:" Work 6 sc into a magic ring.
Round 1:" " (inc next stitch, sc into next stitch) repeat to end (9 stitches)
Rounds 2-6:"" sc in every stitch for 5 rounds (9 stitches)

If you want longer legs, continue working straight to suit.
Tie off leaving a long tail for sewing up later.
Repeat for the other leg.

Arms
Foundation:" Work 6 sc into a magic ring.
Round 1:" " (inc next stitch, sc in next stitch) repeat to end (9 stitches)
Rounds 2-3:"" sc in every stitch for 2 rounds

If you want longer arms, work additional straight rows before and after the dec round (Round 
4) to suit. 

Round 4:" " invisible dec, sc into the next 2 stitches, invisible dec. Sc into every stitch 
" " " to end. (7 stitches)
Round 5:" " sc into every stitch to end. 

Tie off leaving a long tail for sewing up later.
Repeart for the other arm.

Tail
Foundation:" Work 6 sc into a magic ring. Try to leave a long-ish tail at the starting end. 
Round 1-6:"" sc in every stitch for 6 rounds. (6 stitches)

Tie off leaving a long tail for sewing up later. 
Stuff the long starting tail into the tail and push right to the tip. Make sure to keep your tie-off 
tail on the outside.

Alternative: You could make the tail using French knitting/i-cord instead. 
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Muzzle
Use the same color or a contrast color.

Make 2 discs:" Work 6 sc into a magic ring, slip stitch into first sc of round and tie off.

Use the tails to stitch discs together at one point.
Place a safety nose above the join and then stitch the discs together again over the top of the 
safety nose post. The discs should form a B shape, with the nose post between the loops.

Take a double strand of thick dark thread and slip knot it around the nose post and pull tight. 
Use a needle to pull the four threads to the right side of one disc. Repeat for the other disc.

Alternative 1: Cut the muzzle shape out of felt and poke the safety nose through
Alternative 2: Don’t do a muzzle, just make the face directly onto the head

Ears
Foundation:" Work 4 sc into a magic ring.
Round 1:" " Inc every stitch (8 stitches)
Round 2:" " Sc into next stitch, inc in next 2 stitches, sc into each of the next 
" " " 2 stitches, inc in next 2 stitches, sc into next stitch (12 stitches)
Round 3:" " sc into every stitch for one round

Tie off and leave a tail for sewing up later.
Repeat for next ear.

Head
Foundation:" Work 6 sc into a magic ring.
Round 1:" " 2 sc into every stitch (12 stitches) 
Round 2:" " (sc, 2 sc into next stitch) repeat to end (18 stitches)
Round 3:" " (sc into next 2 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (24 stitches)
Round 4:" " (sc into next 3 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (30 stitches)
Round 5:" " (sc into next 3 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (36 stitches)
Round 6:" " (sc into next 4 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (42 stitches)
Round 7:" " (sc into next 5 stitches, inc next stitch) repeat to end (48 stitches)
Rounds 8-12:" sc into every stitch for 5 rounds (48 stitches)
Round 13:" " (invisible dec, sc in next 5 stitches) repeat to end (42 stitches)
Round 14:" " (invisible dec, sc in next 4 stitches) repeat to end (36 stitches)
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Pull out a long loop or place a stitch marker into the loop to keep it from ripping back and 
place the muzzle piece and eyes. Depending on the size of the discs in the muzzle piece, the 
safety nose itself might be enough to fasten the muzzle to the head. If the discs are still a bit 
flappy, use the yarn tails to stitch the discs down.

Stitch the ears to the top of the head.

Round 15:" (invisible dec, sc into next 3 stitches) repeat to end (30 stitches)
Round 16:" (invisible dec, sc into next 2 stitches) repeat to end (24 stitches)
Round 17:" (invisible dec, sc into next stitch) repeat to end (18 stitches)

Stuff the head

Round 17:" (invisible dec, sc into next stitch) repeat to end (18 stitches)
Round 18: " invisible dec until end of round (12 stitches)

Tie off. You don’t need a long tail for this one, so you can cut it short or stuff it into the head. 

Making Up
Stuff the arms and stitch them onto the body. 
You can use the stuffing, but I just used my 
starting tail of yarn.

Stuff the legs. Just stuff the tips but leave the 
top half unstuffed (If you want a standing kitty, 
stuff the legs tightly all the way up. Stitch onto 
the body). Press the top of the legs flat and 
stitch them to the bottom edge of the body 
(For a standing kitty, stitch them to the base of 
the body without pressing the top flat). 

Pull all tails to the inside of the body and stuff 
it about halfway full. 

Start stitching the head onto the body. When 
you’re about two thirds of the way around, 
finish stuffing the body tightly. Finish stitching 
the head on. 

Voila! You have a sittin’ kitty! (or maybe a standing one). 
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